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WordPress - Block Theme

INTRODUCTION 
As of WordPress 5.0, it uses a block editor called the name Gutenberg. 
This makes it possible to easily add formatting and style to pages and 
posts.  

As of 2022, there are two types of themes: classic and block themes.  
As of version 5.9, WordPress uses for the first time a block theme called 
Twenty Twenty-Two. 

Customizing classic themes is done with the Dashboard Customizer.  
If you have knowledge of HTML, CSS and PHP, you can also make chan-
ges under the hood. 

Customizing a block theme is done using a site editor. This allows a user 
to visually modify the layout and style of a theme without requiring know-
ledge of HTML, CSS and PHP.  

After a block theme is activated, the site editor can be found in the Dash-
board. Customization is done using the same interface for pages and 
posts. It allows a user to edit, move, add or remove theme blocks such as 
a Title, Logo, Navigation and Widgets, as well as adjust styles such as co-
lor, size and font. 

It is also possible to use the editor to create patterns, custom templates 
and template components, and change the layout structure of a home-
page, post or page. 

WordPress calls this Full Site Editing.  
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WordPress - Block Theme

Using Full Site Editing, an administrator is no longer dependent on a devel-
oper or designer to make changes to a theme. It is even possible to use 
the Editor to create a block theme. 

As of 2023 version 6.0, the Editor is officially released, but after collection of 
feedback, changes may still occur. 

If you want to be ready for the future, this book is a great start to getting 
acquainted with Full Site Editing and block themes. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

CLASSIC AND BLOCK THEME 
A classic theme allows you, as the theme 
creator, to determine what a user may custo-
mize using the Customizer. This keeps a user 
within the boundaries of a theme style.  

If you are creating a website for an organizati-
on with a fixed style and layout, and if a user is 
only allowed to provide content, then you can 
use a classic theme for this purpose. It con-
sists mainly of PHP and CSS files. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

A block theme allows a user to change the layout structure within a theme 
style. This can be done by repositioning theme blocks, such as a naviga-
tion, title and content block. 

If you are creating a theme for a large 
audience, a block theme is the right 
choice.  

As you can see, a block theme contains 
fewer files than a classic theme. 

Here is an overview of the two types of themes. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

Classic theme

‣ File structure consists of mostly PHP files. 
‣ Layout is predetermined. 
‣ A select number of components can be customized. 
‣ Customization is done with Dashboard > Appearance >  

Customize. 
‣ Contains more code and files than a block theme. 
‣ Is made to guard the theme style. 
‣ HTML, CSS and PHP knowledge is required to create a theme. 
‣ There are more than ten thousand themes available. 

Block theme

‣ File structure consists of HTML and a JSON file. 
‣ Layout is predetermined. 
‣ Customization is done with Dashboard > Appearance > Editor. 
‣ The layout can be changed visually. 
‣ Each theme block can be customized. 
‣ Dashboard components such as Customize, Menus and Widgets 

have been replaced by the site editor. 
‣ The Gutenberg user interface is included in the site editor. 
‣ No code is required to customize a theme. 
‣ A user can create additional theme files, such as a template, template 

or part, among others. 
‣ Contains less code and files than a classic theme. 
‣ Is made to customize theme style and layout. 
‣ You don't need HTML and CSS knowledge to create a block theme. 
‣ More than seven hundred block themes available. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

WHY A BLOCK THEME 
The Gutenberg block editor is now found throughout the Dashboard, crea-
ting a unified interface. Since version 5.9, users can also customize a block 
theme using the same editor as for a page or post. Classic themes are not 
suitable for this, which is why WordPress opted for a new theme format. 

Due to the large number of existing classic themes, it will be some time be-
fore they are no longer supported. 

What types of themes are available? 

Theme creators are currently busy developing block themes. It is also pos-
sible to create combinations of both types. The following is an overview of 
the types available: 

Classic themes  
Themes consisting of PHP template files and functions.php. 

Hybrid themes  
Classic themes that support Full Site Editing, such as block settings,  
patterns and templates. 

Universal themes  
Block themes with classic components managed through the Dashboard 
Customizer, such as menus and widgets. 

Block themes  
Themes created for Full Site Editing. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK 
This book explains how a block theme works, how to customize it and how 
to create one yourself. The book contains only the most essential explana-
tions. After gaining enough experience, you will gain more insight and con-
fidence to expand and create block themes independently. 

This book is written for anyone who wants to work quickly and practically 
with block themes, without requiring HTML, CSS and PHP knowledge.  
In addition, the method described provides insight into how a block theme 
is created. 
 
All theme files used in this book are available at: 
wp-books.com/block-theme.  
The password can be found on page 70. 

Check the site frequently for additional information. 

All the exercises in this book are practical. I show only the most essential,  
it contains no unnecessary description and is immediately applicable.  

Explanations for MacOS and Windows users. 
  
Tip: take your time! Read a chapter carefully before taking a seat at 
the computer. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

WHO IS THIS BOOK FOR? 
Using this book it is possible to create a block theme independently. Code 
knowledge is not required, but it is helpful if you have basic knowledge of 
HTML and CSS.  

This book is for: 
‣ WordPress users with a basic knowledge of WordPress. 
‣ WordPress users who do not want to depend on developers. 
‣ WordPress users who want to create or extend a block theme. 

What do you need to create a block theme? 

The latest version of WordPress. A text editor for editing code, such as 
Teksteditor (Apple) or NotePad (Windows). 

If you regularly work with code, you can also use a code editor.  
There are several open source code editors available such as Atom. Go to 
https://github.com/atom/atom/releases/tag/v1.60.0 for more information. 

Want to use another code editor? Then search Google for "free open-sour-
ce code editors." 

To connect to your Web site, you need an Internet browser. It is recom-
mended that you install more than one browser. If a certain WordPress fea-
ture does not work in your favorite browser, you can quickly switch to ano-
ther browser. All exercises in this book have been tested with the latest ver-
sions of Firefox, Safari, Chrome and Edge. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

The LOCAL program allows you to install WordPress on your own compu-
ter. After the installation, you have immediate access to all your theme files. 
The site folder can be found in the user folder of Windows or MacOS.  
Go to: user folder > Local sites > Name site > app > public.  
 
You can find more information about the LOCAL program in the book 
WordPress - Basics. Or go to localwp.com. 

If you are using the program MAMP, you will find the files in the folder 
Apps > MAMP > htdocs > Name site. More information: mamp.com. 

If you installed WordPress using a web host, you can use an FTP program 
to access your theme files.   

There are several free FTP programs available, such as FileZilla or  
Cyberduck. 
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WordPress - Block Theme

You can place a block theme in the themes folder of your WordPress site. 
See: wp-content > themes. 

If you want to know more about WordPress, I would like to refer you to my 
other books:  

WordPress - Basic. 
WordPress - Advanced. 
WordPress - WooCommerce. 
WordPress - Classic Theme. 
WordPress - Gutenberg. 
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